
Brazil is a South 
American country, 
the world’s fifth-

largest country by area, the 
sixth-most populous and 
averages 77°F.

Soccer is the most admired 
and practiced sport in Brazil 
and it has a huge impact 
on the way we root for our 
teams on any sport. 

We used to be far from the 
NHL back in the early 90’s, 
but, as the Internet came 
along, we found friends, 
and friends of friends, and 
became friends of each 
other and the hockey thing 
started to grow.

The online world turned 
all that distance into a 
few inches, and now we’re 
into the action in FullHD 
resolution, crystal clear 
audio and tons of daily 
written words from tons of 
accessible sources.

With social networks, we got 
together to make something 
bigger, using our hearts and 
voices to make the world to 
know that #BrasilTemNHL 
(Brazil has NHL).

Love happens.
It is not a thing that you seek and 
find. It comes to you, like magic.

Love grows.
As time goes by and you get to feel 
butterflies in your stomach and 
to see all those sparkling lights 
around your sight just thinking of 
the one.

Love prevails.
Even if your beloved one is, at 
least, 4.000 miles away and, 
probably, has never heard of you.

Love is lonely.
Most of the time, we have no 
one to talk about our feelings, 
just because they would not 
understand.

Love happened to us.
Because, no matter what, we feel 
butterflies in our stomach when 
our team hits the ice and we see 
all those sparkling lights around 
our sight just thinking of that dirty 
move in double overtime to win a 
playoff series.

A cold 77°F

#BrasilTemNHL



T      he best way to describe a Brazilian hockey fan 
is with the word crazy and, to think, we must 
be indeed.

We don’t have snow here. Ice rinks are recreational and 
are set only by Christmas time. Our currency worth 
US$ 0,25 and we pay 6% on taxes for every purchase 
of apparel and merchs we make online on credit cards 
(and we buy a lot).

Also, we can name everyplayer on our teams’ roster, 
some trivia and even mock some play-by-play.

We have fans of the Ducks, Yotes, Blues, Bruins, Flames, 
Canes, BHawks, Stars, Sens, Red Wings, Devils, Oilers, 
Panthers, Flyers, Wild, Preds, Rangers, Penguins, 
Sharks, Bolts, Leafs, Vegas, Caps, Canucks, Avs, Kings, 
Habs, Isles, Jets, Sabres... Maybe we don’t have a Blue 
Jackets fan, but... Shrugs.

@brbostonbruins
@Bruins_Brasil
@CanesBrasil
@casadohoquei
@CGYFlamesBR
@chihawksbr
@DucksBRA
@FlaPanthersBR
@hoqueifanatico
@LoucosPelaNHL
@m_benn14
@mapleleafsbr
@nhelasbr
@NHL Brasil
@NHLdaDepressao
@NJDevilsBR

@NYRangersBrasil
@Oilers_Brasil
@ottsensbrasil
@PenguinsBR
@phillyinbrazil
@PredatorsBr
@PuckBrasil1
@RedWingsBR
@SanJoseSharksBr
@StL_BluesBrasil
@tudopelanhl
@usanarede
@wildbrazuka
@yotesbr
@BoldInGoldBR
@TBayLightningBR

Some #BrasilTemNHL 
twitter profiles:

WE ARE
HERE


